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THE SUBJECTIVE THEORY OF VALUfr-;1'
The extreme importance
of volue theory in the
science
of e conomics
should be noted. Economics deols with those
aspects of our lives ond
living which ore capoble
of commanding o price in
the morkets of exchange.
This orises from the fact
that things we desire a re
not in ample supply to
avail us of them without
socri fice of some so rt. A
thing must be BOTH
desired and scarce to be a
player on the fie ld of
economic affairs; lacking
either of these, it must
retire to the b leachers.
F. A. Harper

When anything - whe ther
of the mote rial sort or not 1
It makes no difference for this purpose - has both desiredness and
scarcity, it then has value for any person who concerns himself with
it from this binary perspective. Volue, then, is ot the ve ry base of
every economic consideration. To avoid value theory is to ovoid the
essence of economic science itself.
When early formulators of economic theory grappled with the value
concept, many if not most of them began with the assumption that a
thing has value in some INTRINSIC manner. They thought of value
in a manner similar to, let us say, the pigment of a red pencil - a
quality embodied in the pencil itself, so that if you throw it out the
window the pigment is still embedded in it; if you lose it forever in
the forest, the pigment is still the re intrinsically.

.·"·

Hoving begun with the assumption of intrinsic value, it was perfectly
natural and logical to assume the next step to be that of discovering
or inventing the means of measuring the value of any item in an
objec tive. sense, i.e. in some manner whereby any two or more
persons could agree on the amount of value a specific item conta ined
intrinsically.
The " Labor Theory o f Value "
It is not at all surprising that these early economists hit upon the idea
thot it is the labor required to produce a thing that gives it value.
Everything of value, it seemed to them, had to be "produced" in the
economic sense, requiring this or that number of hours of work or
thought in bringing it into the form and place wonted. Othe rwise , it
seemed, the thing would become so plentiful that nobody wou ld be
short of it for his needs, and it would become o non-economic item of
our environment. Thus there arose in those early days of economic
theory, the "labOr theory of value" which reigned with favor; in fact
Its tracks ore still wlde-spreod and fresh , but mostly in forms having
this label removed.
Other Influential writers held that value was determined by some
combination of the so-called contributory factors of production . The
various theorists thus explained value by (1) labor only, (2) land and
labor, (3) land, labor, and capitol, (4) land, labor, capital, and
management - etc. Differences of opinion In this respect centered

largely an whether or not a given fcc tor was assumed to be separate
or imbedded in another factor . For instance , one leading proponent
of "(1)" recognized that c apital too ls are involved in the proc'uction
process, economically as well as physically, but he held that capital
is really labor expended to produce the tools in the first place; thor
if one will see its essence rathe r than its visual form , he will see it
all as labor,which gives rise to value and thus measures value . A
similar view was taken about management, as being only a name
given to labor in one of its forms.
It can be seen that al l these ideas about the meaning of value were
the results of the struggle to find an obiective cause and thus an
objective measure of value. Whichever of the many solutions a
person might choose , he was in effect deciding on a "just price" for
any item to be sold in the market place by anyone . To whatever
extent the price asked or obtained in the market place deviated from
the objective measure of justice, as thus assumed to exist, the item
was being uniustly priced - over-priced or under- priced. And the
person pricing it unjustly should, by this test of justice , be brought
to task for his economic crime.
The writings of most of the early economic theorists were beclouded
on these points of value concept , ond contradictions appeared .
Though one of them might come out with a theory of value based on
labor time or labor cost, for instance , at certain points in his writings
would Op?t;Cr clear evidence that he felt on uncertainty OS to his
unde r lyi ~.g ?rtmise .
This may hove been more unconscious then
conscious, as reality peeked through in unsuspected places.
T he Austrian Va : --~ c_,ncept
c; ;he Austrian School (1) is that for the
The disrinction of ::.~
first time in the deve• c~..
of economic theory there appeared what
may be described as c .cc... ~:e end consistent theory of value w~ich
mode oil the predecesso ~• .:.ppeor to be wrong not only in detai l but
in o fundamental sense.
The first step in understanding rhe Austricn co:1cept is to realize that
value is o subjective thing entirely, not on objective thing . Value,
therefore, is something that each individua l p-.:rson weighs on a purely
private set of scales, not o public set of sea,~;. To try to find some thing akin to o yardstick for distance or c "clonce for weisht, by
which to measure value so that two or more persons con see a nd agree
on the "just price," is o mistake. There L r.o such thing . To try to
find value that woy is like trying to find t~- :roil for on anima l, and
hence find the ani mal , when there is no such animal .
Any two persons wi II not and need not agree on the value of the some
item at the some instant of tima. If th.::y should agree, it is a
coincidence of no significance whatever so fer as discovering value
objectively is concerned . For any item at any given instant of time ,
each person sets his own value in a woy that is o mystery to all others .
He tokes into account o vast range of considerations, many of which
ore peculiar to him alone and which rr.oy be so dee?ly subjective that
he cannot even descri be them to ano the r person.
Certain quali ties of things ere, to be sure, intrinsic and measurable,
and affect value for this or that person . But they affect value in
different ways for different p"r~cr. •. end are at best only a port of the
~~in che:::;e or in esgs odds volu::1
origins of value . To illu.;.-c. ...:
for some persons in the world cr.....-tracts from their value for oth.:.rs.
The error of the early search .=...,.- " universal m.::o:>urc of value in en
objec tive sense shou ld bo Cip?c:c:1t to anyone by rr. .. :.:::!y v:~: t;r.J a
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grocery store and watching business for a few minu tes. Did you ever
see a housewife inquire about the hours of labor or the lobar costs in
the production of the loaf of bread before deciding whether or not she
would part with 2~ in exchange for it? Or the storekee pe r, in li ke
manner, when he buys it from the baker or sells it to the housewife ?
Not Only Subjective,

But Also Relative

preci sely about value. To say that ZaSrisky is offering bread today
for 2 9~ certainly does not identify the value of bread for either
Zabrisky or Mrs. Jones; it tells only the terms of offo;:red exchange,
at wh ich price Zabri sky's va lue for bread is somewhere below the 29~
fi gure a t which he is glad to part with the loaf. The pric e measures
the value for NOBODY, necessari ly . It measures only the terms
of exchange for whateve r sell s at tha t price; no more .

In addition to being subjective for each person rather than being an
objective thing to be weighed on some universal scale of observab le
calibrations, value is a RELATIVE concept within the appraisals
of each individual. In ather words, the loaf of bread does not have
an independent voiue separate from oil other things for Mrs . Jones,
The value of the loaf of bread is the relationship of the· bread to
some thing else Mrs. Jones wonts. More specifically, in the market
of a money economy, she will usually think of the relative value of
bread in terms of money -the particular form of value to which we
refer as " price". She will decide whether the bread has a supe rior or
inferior value to the 29~; if superior, she may buy the bread , if it
seems to her the best use for the 29~; if inferior, she will keep the
29~ to buy something else.

A ll t ha t ha s been said before goes in like manner for the selling of
one's time to an employer (wage rates), or the lending of money
(inte rest) , or any other form o f expression of value of goods and
services . Traders on both sides of every exchange make a profit in
every v·oluntary exchange, due to the spread between thei r value and
the terms of that exchange .

It may seem to be an amazingly complex problem to buy a loaf of
bread, when we consider all the alternative uses of the 29~ - the
almost endless array of values that are alternative choices ovai Ia ble
to Mrs. Jones. Yet even the most ignorant and careless persons solve
such problems easily all the time. They know that someone el se cannot appraise things correctly for them, though many "economists" do
not evidence this knowledge of value theory which even the most
ignorant housewife knows in a workable manner. The child knows it ,
as evidenced by his great preference to have the pennies to spend by
himself rather than to have his parent keep making "mistakes"
involv ing his judgments.

The Mar ke't P r i ce

The value of the loaf of bread to Mrs. Jones is not dete rmined precisely - or really, at all -by any one factor in its production or by any
combination of factors. Due to the fact that Mrs. Jones and Mrs.
Smith attach a different value to the same th ing, and a lso that they
both attach a different value at one time from another, it is easy to
see that .value has no predetermined and fi xed quantities in terms of
hours of labor, or costs of labor, or whatnot. For if predetermined
and fixed quantity ingredients determined its value, this would have
to be the same for a person one time and another, and the same for
one person as another,
Tw o P r o fit s i n Ever y

Exchange

Every vo luntary exchange, like the purchase of a loaf of bread,
y ields a gain to both sides of the exchange. Mrs , J ones valued the
bread a t more than the 29~ , which is the reason she traded. The
grocer valued the 2~ at more than the loaf of bread, and that is the
reason why he traded . In economic terms, the gain of a n exchange
yields a profit to both exchangers. In other words, every voluntary
exchange yields a double profit , o f a mounts that cannot be
determined in any exact quantitative sense; in amounts that could
not be added together !fleaningfully, even if they could be prec isely
determined .
The fac t that these profits are nat sub ject to precise mea surement
in th is sense does not mean that they do not exist; nor does it mean
that the fac t is meaningless to us. It tells us only tha t we ca nno t and
ne ed not know any more about it than this, .for a smoothly and
efficient ly functioning economy . The ot her side of the sa me coin that value cannot be objectively de termined, be ing the person's
subjecti ve apprai sals - is that it is not the proper conc ern of any
other person, either. The two persons in the exchange make the
decisions which they alone can and should ma ke. Othe rs to whom it
is of no proper conc ern can, if they only w ill, concern themselves
with what is properly their business instead ,
The above disconcem of others should not be con fu sed with o certain
admi tted usefulness of information abo ut prices o f exc ha nge. It is
a due concern of others what ore the terms of exchange for trades of
other perso ns. This is helpful knowledge about "the market". If
bread is selling in Zabrisky's grocery for 29~, housewives want to
know th is in order to determine the best place to buy bread . This
information , in fact, is what sellers pay money to make known advertised prices, But this sort of information never tells us anything

By the same reasoning, every compulsory or involuntary exchange,
where one person confisc ates the goods or services of anothe r, or
dic tates the terms of the exch ange unde r forc e or the threat of force,
entai Is a n economic loss that is forced upon unwilling participants.
Economically as well as mora lly, a ll suc h processes are of the same
type as outright theft .

Since va lues are subjec tive, independent, and highly variable
a s well as c hangeable , it may seem perplexing that there is any
prevail ing "market price" for a ny item of goods or services , around
which all exchanges te nd to hover in close proximity. How can this
be? How can the market find one answer to all these unknown
quantities?
The answer l ies in the simple fact that each person attempts to
maximize his profit in each exchange . Each buyer tries to buy as
c heaply as possible; each seller tries to sell as dearly as possible .
Each would push his gain to unlimited proportions, were it not for the
fac t that the other party whose willing cooperation he must have for
an exchange to ta ke place has alternative opportunities. Others are
buying and sell ing , too . The buyer can always go without this thing
al together, ac cepting substitute satisfac tions available for his dollars.
Se llers con always keep thei r offe rings for later sole , or quit
producing it for fu ture suppl ies.
Since a ll buyers will buy as cheaply as they can , and all sellers will
sell as high as they can, open knowledge in the market drives all
trades toward a uniform price in a manner similar to the way a body
of wate r tends to settle to a common level over its entire surface, no
matter how large; the w inds and the tidal waves and all sorts of other
farces - compara ble to unfreedams introduced into the free market may come and go , but the leveling force persists just the same .
According to the theory of the Austrian School, the meaning of a just
price is that of internal decisions of all the free participants, not of
some outside person sitting in arbitrary ourharity aver the prices of
trades. Subjective va lues of all persons who are dealing with their
awn prope rty in time, goods , and services determines the just price,
The justice of the prices so determined is to be found in the
PROC ESS , and not in the magnitude of the price .
The Free Mar ke t and the Author i tarian Alternative
We are indebted to Pare to for a vivid illustration of the process of the
free ma rket in resolvi ng the complexity of varied values and widely
differing opinions of persons in the market place . He calculated that
for a small and simple society of only 100 persons trading only 700
items of goods a nd services, it would require solution of 70,699
simultaneous e quations in order to equate supply and demand in the
manner that the free market does so easily . If one recalls how
difficult is the task of solving only two or three simultaneous e<,uotions
in a lgebra class, he will realize the task of solving 70,699. , 'at
only that, but the equotians·keep c hanging all the time for c ...0rts
of reasons, including the "whims" of every trcd..;r , Yet this cor:-:,,::x
equation becomes solved by free exchange among persons who r.. be
hardly a ble to count and who cannot even read in some instance ••

cy

With value de terminations being subjective by nature, economic
decisions ca nnot be delegated by one person to anotl-.~r; thoycon
only be abdicated to the othe r person . In its extreme form this
means accepta nce of a co mplete dicta torship, with its le~ser degrees
(continu ed on page 4 - 41)
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THE SUBJECTIVE THEORY OF VALUE
(continued from page 4 - 38)
and forms being the some thing by other names. But none of these
alter the nature of volue; they alter only WHOSE value is being
accommodated. The dictator makes value decisions in the some way
os any other person, on a purely subjective basis.
Suppose the dictator were "benevolent," and were to try to make his
value decisions by taking into account the presumed wishes of those
whose determinations he has acquired, he cannot really do so
accurately. The welfare of others is likely to be better assured when
their benefactor has no power whatever over them -when he leaves
their decisions for .them to make in their own right, ond acts in
their interests only with his own means as a friend. When o person
acts with power rather than with good will and friendship devoid of
power, he is much mare likely to ignore their value preferences and
be "benevolent" only in the sense of forcing upon them what he thinks
they SHOULD want but which in fact they do not wont.
Who Owns "It?
When one accepts the views of the Austrian School, as to subjective
value and all this entails, he sees a deeper meaning in individual
rights and the concerns of private property. He sees how one person
cannot accept the responsibility of making another person's decisions
for him.
The key question in many of the problems which so much perplex us
and which seem so complex and difficult is: WHO OWNS IT? He
who owns it has thereby the right to determine its use and the terms
of its disposition; he alone, under the Austrian School
value
theory, con make tliis determination; to do so is his exclusive right.
F. A. HARPER

of

(D Ho~r Is President of the lnst'tute for Humane Studies, 1134
Crone St. <.. Menlo Pork, Calif. 94025. This orticfe has een condensed from Dr. Harper's study 1 "Austrian School Economics - ~
Resume," on Institute publication. Author's Common Low Copyright
established August, 1966.)
(1) The term "School" as used here refers to a general body of theory
and not to any corporate set of buildings or geographic seat of
learning . It wos in Austria where leading exponents of this development in the 1870's and 1880's resided ond did their work. This is o
rough ond inaccurate reference, however, because some persons with
enentially . the same theory lived both eorl(er and elsewhere.
Subsequently, the concept was exported to widely scattered spots,
Including a considerable number of noteworthy exponents in the
United States.

HISTOR ICAL NOTE
C redit for laying the foundations of the modern theory of value
explained above by Dr. Harper is generally given to Carl Menger,
Leon Walras, and William Stanley Jevons, whose works were published independently and almost simultaneously in three different.
nations in the 1870's. Twenty years before, however, in a neglected
work, Hermann Heinrich Gossen set forth some of the essential principles in Germany. Gossen postulated that the source of value is in
people, not in things; value is determined by "margins psychologically
measured," that is, by marginal uti Iity to the individual, and not by
any overage or "social" utility. Or, as Jevons said, the value of a
good is determined by how badly one wants "a little more" of it.
Later writers built upon this foundation, applying the fundamentals to
hitherto unsolvable problems in economic science. Some of the early
Important treatises were:
Hermann Heinrich Gossen, "The Development of the Laws of
Human Exchange"
Carl Menger, "Principles of Economics"
Leon Walros, "Elements of Pol iticol Economy"
William Stanley Jevons, "Theory of Political Economy," and
"Money and the Mechonhm of Exchange"
Friedrich von Wieser, "Social Economics"
Eugen von Soehm-Bowerk, "Capitol and Interest," and "The
Positive Theory of Capitol"

WORKERS OF THE WORLD!
" We come now to that remarkable theory the enunciation of
wh,ich, if not the most agreeable among the scientific events
of our century, certainly promises to be one of the most
serious in its consequences. It stood at the cradle of modern
Socialism and has grown up a long wi th it , and today it forms
the theoretical centre around which move the forces of attock
and defence in the struggle of orga nising human soci ety.
"This theory has as yet no short dist inct ive nome . · If I were to
give it one from a characteristic of its chief professors, I
should cal l it the Soc ialist theory of interest, If I were to
try to indicate by the nome the theoretic purport of the doc trine itself - which to my mind would be more appropri ate ,
-no nome seems more suitable than that of the Exploi tation
Theory."
- Eugen von Boehm-Bowerk
The Exp loitation Theory
The Exploitation Theorist looks out at the world and sees that there is
a worker, W, engaged in making widgets for businessman , B. Bu~ the
wages paid toW ore less than B gets for sell ing the finished widgets.
Even ofter oil equipment costs, transportation expenses, risks, managerial salary, ond what hove you, hove been duly compensated ,
there is still a "surplus value" left over for B. Furthermore , Bdoesn 't
hove to DO anything to get this surplus. It comes to him in proportion to how much he has invested in the business, and fo r how long he
has invested it- in other words, in proportion to how rich he is
already . What's worse - this surplus value may not even go to B
at oil, but instead to some stockholder, banker, or other "parasite. "
And where does this surplus value come from ? According to the
labor theory of value, the full value of the widgets is due to the
labor that went into making them. If B is getting on " unea rned"
surplus, it must be coming from W, who has been robbed of it. Thus
one class of society - the copitolfsts - because of thei r ownership
of the wealth necessary for produc tion, ore a ble to exploit those less
fortunate than themselves, who must either work or starve . And the
rich get richer and the poor get poorer.
The fallacy of the Exploitation Theory from the point of view of the
subjective theory of va lue is the following. W sells one set of services to B, in , let us soy , New York, in J anuary. But Bsells some thing else entire ly, fini shed widgets, in O maha, Nebraska, in J uly .
It is not correct to soy tha t B obtains o "surpl us" by buyi ng ond sell ing the some thing at di fferent prices; B gets instead the diffe rence
between the values of two DIFFERENT th ings - work done in New
York in January, a nd a finished product sold in Omaha in July . He
hopes, of cou rse, that the differenc e will be in his favor; that is why
he undertook this course of activity in the first place. But there is
no buil t -in reason wh y it should be , The values , and hence the
prices, in each case ore de te rmined by independent subjective judg ments of the individuals invo lved , No exc hange tokes place anywhere
along the line unless these ind ividual s consider it to be to their own
advantage.
Since value is subjective in nature, the value of goods will depend
not only on their physical qualities but also on the time and place
that they ore mode available . Vi rtually everyone will place o high er
value on goods available c lose by then on goods ovoilob. e for owoy;
virtually everyone will place a higher value on goods available now
than on goods available later. It is this nea r-universa l preference for
present goods compared with future gcods tf-:ct gives ri se to " interest"
- interest may be regarded as a "discount"' c.1 future goocis or alterna tively as a "premium" on present goods.
All goods in the process of product ion ore futvre goods, economically
speaking. In the production of widgets, who~ really ho?pens is this
B buys future widgets from W in Janua ry, and sells tne (r.ow present)
widgets in Ju ly . In a sE>nse, B has mod e a loon to W. That this loon
goes under the nome of"woges" makes no difference . W would rather
be paid in J anuary than wait unt il Ju ly; that is why he is working for
B instead of going into business for himself .
"Capital ists," then, do not obtain a " surplus value" by s ome
mysterious process of exploitation ond ro bbe ry . They sirr.ply make
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W. G R A N T

What about the "robber barons"? Inflations and depressions?
Tariffs? Urban Renewal? Narcotics? Tax-supported schoo ls?

e

What are the essential ingredients of a free and progressive
society?

e

Is this country headed today toward freedom? Or toward fascism?

These are just o few of the significant questions raised - ond
answered in this lucid and provocative study in pal itical economy.
Included is Richard Grant's famous epic poem, TOM SMITH AND
HIS INCREDIBLE BREAD MACH INE.
"It is one of the most usefu l and important to appear
in some years •• •• virtually unbeatab-le
in
its
argument ." ·
- Robert LeFevre, Dean, Rampart College
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" The book provides a concise and we ll-written
summary o f the principles of individualism and freedom. But the poem is what you will turn back to
again and again."
-Harry Browne, American Way Features.
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N. S. W., Au stralia .

($3.00 per copy in

exchang es o f p resent goods for futur- s ; , _;, Th..:y mcke loc.ns . It no
doubt seems unfai r that some peop le - rne "rich" - hcve present
goods to spare , and can so easi ly ccvcnce them in exchange for
futu re goods, a nd then sit bac k and get richer still as these future
· goods ri pen into present goods . But their a pparent increased wealth
is not obta ined a t a nyone e lse's expense, but only through mutually
profitable e xchange . As the rich get richer the poor get richer, too .
R. BRAY
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